GROUNDED AND
CONSCIOUS LEADERS
®

POWERFUL LEADERSHIP
EXPERIENCES FOR EVERYONE

GROUNDED® AND CONSCIOUS LEADERSHIP FOR UNCERTAIN TIMES
Leadership Health and Well-being is
the Critical Driver of Business Success
Today, the world is changing faster than our ability to adapt as
we experience the disruptors of speed, uncertainty, complexity,
technology, competition and globalization. Consequently, there
is a growing gap between the people we have and the people we
need inside our organizations. And the faster the world changes,
the bigger the chasm becomes. Many leaders and employees are
facing these challenges:
• Lack of change readiness
• Difficulty adjusting to remote work
• Talent and leadership pipeline gaps
• Stress, burnout, and low engagement
• Diversity, inclusion and equity issues
• Slow growth, innovation, and performance
To solve these challenges we must intensify our focus
on the most important ingredient to business success:
Grounded and Conscious leaders at all levels.

Why Grounded® &
Conscious Leadership?
As organizational psychologists and executive advisors, we have
long researched the challenges and opportunities for healthy leaders,
teams and cultures. To address these, we developed a compelling set
of insights and solutions for today and tomorrow’s leaders.

Three Experiences
Instructor-Led Learning Experience (ILT)
The Grounded & Conscious Leadership Experience™ is the signature
offering of The Healthy Leader®. Designed for middle managers and
senior-level executives, it is a rich, in-person 2-day experience that
brings leaders together for personal and/or team development.
• Grounded Leadership is the foundation that enables
		 us to stay healthy and productive in these turbulent times.
		 It comprises the six dimensions of health and well-being:
		 physical, emotional, intellectual, social, vocational, spiritual.
• Conscious Leadership is the accelerant that helps leaders
		 and employees stay agile and adaptive in today’s uncertain
		 world. It lays out four practices: Get Real, Go Deep,
		 Think Big, and Step Up.

Personal Accelerators and Hijackers are identified that empower or
impede one’s effectiveness as a leader. A Personal Development Plan
summarizes key insights and individual action steps for applying learning.
Cohorts are 20-30 leaders who can participate individually
or as part of intact teams going through the experience.
Leaders are provided access to The Healthy Leader® Portal and all of its
resources for expanding and reinforcing key learnings from the program.
Sessions are facilitated by The Healthy Leader® facilitators or by
facilitators from your organization who have completed The Healthy
Leader Certification Program.

Virtual Instructor-Led (VILT)
This virtual version of the Instructor-Led Learning Experience incorporates all
of the key elements of the in-person 2-day program while taking advantage of
the ease, convenience, and economy of virtual learning.
• Designed as nine 120 minute sessions that can be delivered on any
		 schedule requested
• Modalities include microlearning, small group virtual discussions,
		 games, and simulations
• Cohorts can be as large as 50-60 leaders who can participate
		 individually or as part of intact teams
• The Healthy Leader® Portal provides for personal learning, reflection,
		 and application of core concepts over the course timeframe

= World-Class Performance
Leveraging these two core capabilities results in an accelerant
that ensures purposeful forward movement. Who you are drives what
you do and how you perform. Being Grounded & Conscious is the new
leadership imperative.

Bold & Innovative
Interactive Learning
The Grounded & Conscious Leadership Experience™ is a compelling,
fun, and substantive in-person and virtual instructor-led experience,
and a digital portal designed to help people survive and thrive
in our disruptive and accelerating world.

Sessions are facilitated by The Healthy Leader® facilitators or by
facilitators from your organization who have completed The Healthy
Leader Certification Program.

The Healthy Leader® Portal
The Healthy Leader® Portal is designed as an eLearning platform for
building awareness in action and accelerating performance.
This interactive portal has maximum global scalability for executives,
managers, employees, families, organizations, and communities via
a variety of distribution channels.
As a free-standing web-based experience this offering can be made
available for leaders at all levels of the organization around the globe
with infinite scalability and economy for the organization.

Our Learner Portal
Can be customized to your organization
• Blended with Virtual Instructor Led Training (VILT)
• Flexible modalities including computer, tablets, phones
• Social connections accelerate peer learning
• Action tips that drive learning transformation
• Includes practice and modeling activities
•
 Provides support and reinforcement through feedback
• Virtual coaching
• Performance management accountability
• Designated courses and self-paced learning that
maximizes learners’ options
• Meets the learner where they are in a safe space
•

•
•

Robust library of curated resources supports/enhances the learning
Tools and Resources can be accessed as a stand-alone offering

How Does the Learning Portal Work?

Organized around 20-minute micro-modules for maximum learner
engagement, the platform provides a highly interactive learning
experience: diagnostics and assessments, how-tos, personal
development planning, real-life examples, and gamification.

The Healthy Leader® Portal
•

•

•

Includes searchable real-time problem solver for leaders
“What Keeps Me Up at Night?”
Peer learning and mentoring encouraged through chats,
learning circles, leadership boards, and team tasks
Levels of expertise included in future adaptations:
beginner, advanced, and expert leaders

Designed for everyone inside the company,
the goal of the portal experience is to enable
the learner to transform themselves in 3 ways:
•

•

•

Personal Development Plans
•
•
•

Enable learners to reflect and journal learning
Repeated, real-life practice
Learner adopts the behavior through reflection and practice

More effective grounded choices will help learners
withstand the winds of change
Make better decisions by relying on their personal
accelerators and avoiding their personal hijackers
Master conscious practices that help them adapt
and accelerate through continuous change

Ultimately, learners will become more aware, agile,
and adaptive and will become more effective leaders.

What Makes Us Unique

Grounded & Conscious Leadership Drives High Performance
Founded on 30 Years of Research

As thought leaders, we have studied or advised over 600
CEOs as leaders in fifty-five countries around the world.

Holistic Approach

Leaders need to develop as whole people. The healthier
you are, the stronger your ability to change.

Grounded in Real Business Issues

Solving the leadership problems of today: leadership gaps,
execution problems, stress and burnout.

Human Psychology to Create Real Change

Leaders need to reflect on who they are, what matters to
them, their fears and blind spots, and why they do what
they do.

Leadership is for Everyone

It’s this collective power of leadership that drives
engagement, innovation, profitable growth, and long-term
value creation.

CEO Perspective

Brings the CEO mindset and skills to all levels of the
business to strengthen execution and accountability.

Personal and Organization Transformation

Helps to accelerate the business by leveraging personal
and organization change.

Creates Real Results

Our research shows that Grounded & Conscious leaders
outperform their peers.

To learn more about our leadership programs or to demo our Healthy Leader portal with your team,
contact us today at thehealthyleader.co or +1-703-351-9901.
About The Healthy Leader®
The Healthy Leader helps CEOs, executive teams, and managers build and transform high-performance
enterprises. Through our Grounded & Conscious Leadership Experiences, web-based learning portal and
Resource Library, instructor-led workshops, facilitator training, consulting services, executive coaching and
learning solutions—we unlock the full potential of organizations to create sustainable value, accelerate
transformation, foster growth and innovation, and align and execute the human side of business.
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